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What is HD Flexo?

● A new product for 2009 from Esko Artwork

● It revolutionizes digital flexo by offering imaging which is both high 
quality and easy to use

● It is developed from strong existing know-how
– 4000 dpi Optics

– Esko Screening Technology
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Flexo vs Offset

Flexo has many advantages as a print process:

● Cost of flexo press is less than offset press

● 3 times less waste to get to “color OK” in flexo

● Good for packaging substrates

● UV inks: high speed and good density

Offset press - complex Flexo press - simple & cheap

Presentator
Presentatienotities
The offset press is a complex device containing many mechanical parts (rollers) etc. By contrast, the flexo press is simpler and cheaperBecause the anilox controls ink delivery, a flexo press is easier to bring up to color, so there is typically much less wastageModern UV inks for flexo have increased density and color range while keeping an excellent printing speed
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But prepress for flexo still had some limitations

● Digital CTP (the CDI from Esko) has made big improvements

● But tonal range was still limited

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Flexo plates are more expensive. But the time and skill in pre-press is more important. Why is prepress for flexo still more difficult, despite improvements in digital imaging such as the CDI and new plates like DuPont FAST?
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Minimum dot in Flexo causes reduced tonal range

● The minimal printable dot in the 
highlights causes:

● Tonal Jump

● Color shift

● Loss of detail

Reduced Tonal Range !

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Small dots still cannot be printed reliably, so the range of tones in the highights is limited
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So this has limited the applications for flexo

● Some designs very hard to print

● Manual adjustment of CT images needed
– To bump up non-printable dots and deal with loss of contrast

● Intensive pre-press work sometimes needed
– Different screening needed per object

– Splitting jobs into different plates for lineart and CTs

● All increases the complexity, and limits the quality

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Because of this, jobs have to be adjusted manually to get around the limitation, which is typically manual work by skilled people. Some designs may be hard to print at all in flexo.All of this contributes to an increased cost for the pre-press, and in addition more skill is required
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0,5% in CT prints with only 2% density.
No need anymore to bump up CT.
No loss of image contrast!
Pre-press is simpler and quicker – for higher quality

“HD Flexo” achieves a full tonal range - “like offset”

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Because HD flexo extends the tonal range, these barriers and costs in prepress for flexo are washed away. This greatly extends the amount of work which can be printed using the flexo process



How does HD Flexo work?

Presentator
Presentatienotities
How does HD Flexo do this?It consists of two parts - High Resolution Optics on the CDI and new screening technology in the RIP
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HD Flexo = High Res Optics + new screening

Fiber-
Laser:

Diodes

Fiber
Resonator

1070 nm

970 nm Focus
lens

● High Res optics is a finer (4000ppi) “writing pen” to image the plate

● Finer spot has the high beam quality you expect from the CDI
– Very tolerant to variation in plate: stable imaging and printing

Presentator
Presentatienotities
The High-Res optics increases the resolution to a maximum of 4000 ppi making a finer writing pen to create the print. The beam has a large focal depth which means that variations in the plate will not affect the print – stable results
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Acousto-Optics multiple beam generation:

● Up to 48 imaging beams

– Low drum speed to ease plate loading

● Imaging beams are holographic copies of master beam

– Easy and reliable calibration

– Optics calibration constant within Laser lifetime

● High focal depth

– 0.5mm focal depth for perfect ablation 

Imaging Optics – Technology Leadership

Plate tolerance
±25µm
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● Lineart and type imaged more finely on plate

● So it prints cleaner, especially for small text

High-Res Optics: improved lineart

data transfer

4p  2540ppi 4p  4000ppi

Presentator
Presentatienotities
With the high res optics, of course line art and text are imaged more cleanly, especially for small text as shown here
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● 2.5 x more data to describe same dot shape

● Dots are more round and dot shoulders are perfectly shaped

● Rounder shape means less Dot Gain

● 4000ppi means dots can be smaller highlights

● Extended tonal range 0 to 100%

4000ppi Optics: finer screen dots

data transfer

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Also screen dots are better formed, by the High-Res opticsThis not only helps the screening, but also means that the dots remain stable for longer in the print run. Longer runs are possible, and fewer wash ups are needed, so press uptime is increased. Costs are reduced and the print process is more stable



How the HD Screens extend tonal range

Lets start by looking at some digital dots

Presentator
Presentatienotities
The second part of the HD Flexo combination is the screening technology - it allows highlights to be printed better, extending the tonal range.To explain how this works, we will take a look at some digital dots
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The traditional round dot works well in mid-tones

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Fpr many years, a round dot shape has been used in flexo printing.This works very well across most of the tonal range…
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● Text

But the highlight dots are too small to print well

Presentator
Presentatienotities
But in the highlight zone the dots become small to print reliably. They may not print at all, or be inconsistent, leading to a dirty print
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About 10 years ago, a technology was invented…

● “Samba” screening, from Barco

● “Hybrid” screening, from Artwork Systems

● And a host of imitators

● Lets look at the digital dots formed by these hybrid systems, to see how it 
works…

Presentator
Presentatienotities
The problem of printing small dots in flexo has been known for a long time, and eventually a technique was invented to do better. Both Barco and AWS (our parents) came up with similar ideas at about the same time - and attracted many imitatorsI will generally call all these techniques “hybrid” screening - lets have a look at how they work.
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Instead of making dots smaller, remove some dots

● Text

Keep minimum dot size, but use fewer dots

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Instead of making the dots smaller, below a certain point the dots stay the same size and are removed. On average, a lighter tone is printed, without needing to print very small dots
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But a pattern with missing dots sometimes looks grainy

Presentator
Presentatienotities
And the result was a big improvement, but leaving gaps in the pattern (where the dots are removed) can make it look grainy. The smoothest pattern is a regular one.
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And a sparse pattern may lead to inconsistent printing

Presentator
Presentatienotities
When dots are deleted by hybrid screening, a very sparse empty pattern is formed. The dots are vulnerable to damage during the print run, or when cleaning the plate. Damage can change the dot pattern and hence its print result can vary. Inconsistent printing has limited the application of hybrid screening in the past.
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HD uses a mixture of dot sizes instead

Differentially modulate the dot sizes

Presentator
Presentatienotities
HD Screening employs a novel solution to the problem … it is not “hybrid” screening, but “Differentially modulated” screening..Where the dots remain on the regular grid as in standard AM circular, but in the highlight area they change size diferently. There is a mixture of mostly smaller dots with a few larger dots. As a result:there are no isolated dots, so they all print in a predictable way there are no gaps in the pattern. A smooth regular grid is the least visible to the eye
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Dots stay on the regular grid, so it is not grainy

● Text

Presentator
Presentatienotities
A regular pattern is a smooth pattern. No holes are made in the pattern, so it remains smooth – also an even pattern on plate is resistant to wear that can occur during the print run, so the result is more stable than with hybrid screening
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Use higher rulings – with the same anilox

● The mix of large and small dots prevents “dot dipping”

● So you can use a higher ruling, without increasing anilox count

HD Screen

Mixed dot pattern stops 
“dot dipping”. Good ink 
transfer with same 
anilox
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Beyond quality - key benefits of HD Flexo

● HD Flexo has “the full tonal range of offset”

● This changes the game…

● Work can easily be switched between offset-flexo lines to optimize costs

● Screen ruling can be raised without the usual increase in anllox count

● HD makes prepress for flexo simpler and faster
– Less need to edit or adjust CTs

– Saves time, and less work means fewer errors

● In addition, HD plates have been proven to print more consistently than 
conventional in long print runs

● In short, HD is also a cost saving solution for today’s market - not just a 
luxury
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